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ABSTRACT
Most HCI specialists are involved, in one way or another, with iterative project management (IPM), as opposed to HCI, on a day-to-day basis. However, few specialists have any systematic training or exposure to IPM. Further, market pressures highlight the importance of HCI iterative and adaptive planning and development to meet changing conditions, associated with novel technology and customer change. This tutorial is intended to fill these gaps. IPM is characterised in terms of its theory, its methods and heuristics to support its practice. Exercises and mini-practicals support the integration of HCI into the heuristics, methods and theory of IPM. In the light of our recent experience, participants’ IPM effectiveness, as either managers or as team members, is expected to increase as a result.

1. INTRODUCTION
Most HCI system development takes place within the context of the project, whether embedded, cash point, fun, web site or complex systems. Such projects are conducted by project managers and carried out by project teams. Most projects are iterative. As a result, HCI specialists are involved with iterative project management (IPM) on a day-to-day basis, including the iteration of the HCI/User-Centred Design (UCD) contributions, for which they are responsible. However, very few such specialists have any systematic training or exposure to IPM. Further, the increasing pressure of the introduction of novel technology and of the marketplace, constraining budgets, while shortening deadlines, ensures there is an ever-greater need to manage projects iteratively and to plan adaptively, consistent with both IPM and HCI/UCD constraints. Otherwise, the potential for IPM error will increase too. Changing plans, including those of UCD, within a fixed budget, has become a routine IPM requirement; but one, which is all-too-often carried out ineffectively. This tutorial supports both managers and team members in meeting this requirement, as well as filling the training/educational gap.

2. LEARNING OBJECTIVES
The learning objects for the participants are threefold:

• To understand the scope; theory; and practice of IPM, as they relate to HCI.
• To become acquainted with, and selectively to practise, UCD methods, in relation to IPM.
• To become familiar with IPM guidance, in the form of heuristics, which they can integrate into IPM and HCI methods.

Following tutorial attendance. Participants should be able:

• To follow up further their interest in IPM via the literature, the web and other sources.
• To make IPM issues explicit in their own UCD activities and to suggest approaches to them.
• To contribute to IPM best practice, within their own HCI projects.
• To become a more effective HCI member of the IPM team.

3. PARTICIPANTS
The tutorial is of interest to anyone involved in, or indeed concerned by, HCI/UCD, including: human factors and software engineers; project managers; usability specialists; user experience architects; designers; graphic artists; web services teams; project sponsors; marketers; financiers etc. The prerequisites for the tutorial are either that participants have some experience of IPM projects, either as managers or as HCI/UCD team members, or that they have an interest in HCI and IPM, directly or indirectly, that they would like to develop further.

4. OVERVIEW BY SESSION

4.1 IPM theory
The question of what is IPM, as it relates to HCI/UCD, is answered by proposals, concerning: its definition (What is iterative? What is IPM?); its concerns (resources; effort; people/teams; and risks); its discipline: (research; tools; case-studies) and practice (iterative; incremental; evolutionary; and adaptive); and the requirement for IPM, as it relates to HCI/UCD (common managers’ problems and common team members’ problems). IPM knowledge is reviewed in terms of: Waterfall problems; research; standards; experts; and business cases. IPM practice is characterised by: its types (risk-driven; client-driven;); its methods (planning; development; and Agile); and its development cycle (pre-production; production; maintenance; and evaluation), as concerns HCI/UCD practice.
4.2 IPM method
IPM planning and development methods are reviewed. A web site development method is selected for particular address and is used to illustrate the nature of IPM and HCI/UCD practice. However, its general aspects are emphasised. The major phases and stages of the method are described and illustrated. These comprise: pre-production – project clarification; solution definitions; and project specification; production – content; design; construction; testing, launch and hand-over; maintenance; and evaluation. HCI and UCD practice and methods are situated with respect to the IPM method.

4.3 IPM practice
Heuristics have been culled from a wide range of different sources, both published and experienced. The heuristics are organised around the following topics: project management: planning; iterating; environment; requirements; and testing. All topics are illustrated and exemplified. Participants practise mapping the heuristics (3) to the methods (2) in the light of theory (1), as they concern HCI/UCD practice.

5. REVIEW
The tutorial is well suited to presentation at HCI 2007. The level is introductory to intermediary. It is accessible to participants, newly involved or interested in IPM and so, introductory. The tutorial provides definitions of IPM, surveys IPM knowledge, and reviews the need for IPM, as it relates to UCD. It is also intended to improve IPM practice of participants with some experience of IPM and so, intermediary. It addresses issues such as: contingency planning; overlapping project activities; multi-team and multi-site working; and risk assessment. It is not intended for experienced IPM managers, managers of very large and complex projects or team members, operating within mature and well-structured practice. The purpose of the tutorial is to increase awareness of IPM and to contribute to IPM and UCD best practice in participants’ future projects. The significance of the tutorial is to fill a gap for both HCI project team members and managers. As such, it is entirely suitable for HCI 2007, fitting well with the theme of ‘exploring new frontiers’.
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